North Caicos is known for tall trees and small farms of corn, cassava, beans and okra. Entrepreneurs are branching into landscape gardens and fruit orchards. Also the home of the finest Caicos slop builders on the sea. The shallow waters of Bottle Creek are a favourite for bonefishing, kayaking, birdwatching and isolated picnics. Wades Green was one of the most successful Loyalist era plantations. A walking tour of the well preserved ruins is a one mile gentle hike over old roadways.

PROVIDENCIALES BUSINESS
1 Big Blue Unlimited ................946-5034
2 Caribbean Cruise - TCI Ferry Service 946-5406 / 231-4191
3 Go with the Flo Charters 241-4000 / 243-0871

KJ Foods ..............................946-7705
Mudjin Bar & Grill.................946-6141
Green Island Cafe ................946-7425
North Caicos Adventures.....946-7425
Villa Cecilia ..........................243-8691
Hollywood Beach Suites .....231-1020
Barracuda Beach Bar ...........241-4794
Pelican Beach Hotel.............946-7112
Pelican Car Rentals .............946-7112 / 241-2076 / 241-8275

Easy Car Rental

North Caicos Co-Op...........231-4884
North Caicos Boats ..............232-4141
Core Petroleum Gas Station

Middle Caicos Business
2 M & M Taxi & Tours ..........................931-6085 / 341-6095
3 Blue Horizon Resort..............946-6141
4 Muddin Bar & Grill ...............946-6141
5 Daniels Cafe ..........................946-6132 / 232-6132
6 Middle Caicos Co-Op ...........231-4884
7 Forbes Forbes & Forbes Ltd. 931-4884
8 Villa Eyrle at Bambarras ....346-3087
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Conch Bar Caves National Park is best explored with a knowledgeable eco-guide. Bring a flashlight for self tours. Pay $10 at the gate - Guided Tour is $30 M-F 9-3 - 247-3157.
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Over 190 species of birds have been sighted in TCI including the rare West Indian whistling duck, greater flamingo, Cuban crow, osprey, reddish egret, frigate bird, tropic bird, pelican, kestrel, tern, sandpipers, Bahama woodstar, bananaquits and owls.

Middle Caicos was inhabited by Tainos (Lucayan Indians) from 750-1500 AD, until Spanish enslavement destroyed their civilization and decimated their numbers. British Loyalists established huge plantations in the Caicos Islands (late 1780s) and grew cotton/sisal for only one generation. The majority abandoned their lands when slavery was outlawed and the true difficulties of farming on these isolated islands became apparent, leaving their lands to the workers - land now known as generational properties.

Middle Caicos is known for preserving TCI culture, local artisans make beautiful handcrafts, bush medicine is collected, folklore is alive and cultural traditions are still appreciated. Middle Caicos has the best tasting conch in all the Islands!

Walking, Hiking, Biking, Caving, Camping, Kayaking, Snorkelling, Stand-Up Paddle Boarding, Bird Watching, Sailing, Fishing and Small Boat Tours can all be arranged with knowledgeable eco-guides to all portions of North and Middle Caicos, to East Caicos and beyond...